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Stem Cells: Hopes and Hypes

Amherst College Reunion

May 27, 2005

Curt Civin, MD (civincu@jhmi.edu)



Stem Cell Research Community: 1998-?

Sometimes I wonder if there’s more to life than 

unlocking the mysteries of the universe



Stem cell research = hot news!

A study in Science this week reports that scientists have created new human 
embryonic stem cell lines tailored to specific patients. The authors suggest 
that having a personalized stem cell line could potentially circumvent 
problems with immune reaction, should the stem cells be inserted back into 
the patient for therapy. This method of embryonic stem cell creation also 
does not use any fetal tissue. We  would appreciate your input ...

The press release lauds this study as a "giant step in the potential of using 
stem cells."  How significant is this research?

The procedure for isolating somatic cells currently involves using animal 
enzymes and serum.  How does this limit the potential of this study?

What types of treatments do you think these cell lines could be used for? 
Diseases? 

How soon do you think scientists will be able to test these cell lines in 
humans?

(ABCNews Medical Unit 05/17/05)



What is a stem cell?

 A "stem cell" is scientifically defined as a cell that 
has the ability to divide and proliferate, generating 
both:

(1) specialized cells (differentiation); and 

(2) new stem cells with identical potential (self-renewal).

 So, the defining features of stem cells are that 
they can differentiate and self-renew.



Hierarchy of blood-forming stem cells

Self-Renewal

Pluripotency

Development of all 11 lineages of mature blood and immune cells from a single, 

pluripotent stem-progenitor cell; and probably endothelial cells, as well



Stem cell purification for transplant: Icon



Identification & purification of hematopoietic 
stem cells: Financial disclosure

 The Johns Hopkins University holds patents on CD34
monoclonal antibodies and related inventions.

 Dr. Civin is entitled to a 
share of the sales royalty 
received by the University 
under licensing 
agreements between the 
University, Becton 
Dickinson Corporation 
and Baxter HealthCare 
Corporation. 

 These arrangements are 
being managed by the 
University in accordance 
with its conflict of interest 
policies.



Stem cells

Multipotent

progenitors

Committed

progenitors

Mature cells

Regulators:

IL-1 IL-6 G-CSF

IL-3 IL-11 GM-CSF

G-CSF   IL-4      M-CSF

IL-2 IL-6 Epo IL-7

Hematopoietic stem cell self-renewal is 
limited in adult stem cells

Novelli, Human Gene Ther 1999;Tanavde, Exp Hematol 2002

SCF TPO FL

Currently, only an in vivo model can assess ability to 

self-renew, but HSCs can divide a few times ex vivo w/o 

losing engraftment capacity



GIN-MU3

Lentivirus

MGIN

Oncoretrovirus

Mock-transduced

Ex vivo transduced HSCs engraft and generate multiple 
lineages  (NOD/SCID, 15 wks)

CD19+ CD13+ CD34+

Gao, Stem Cells, 2001Now we can express genes in engrafting HSCs



So, how might this be useful?

 A translational opportunity to create better, 
more useful stem cells?

 Use lentiviral vector (lentivector)-mediated gene 
transduction and hematopoietic stem cell 
transplantation to “re-engineer” the desired 
properties into stem cells?

 Caveat: This starts as laboratory model, not the 
ultimate clinical system



Use gene transduction of hematopoietic cells 
to reduce immune rejection and GVHD

 Host vs Graft
 Allograft rejection: biggest problem in organ transplantation

 Graft vs Host Disease
 GVHD: biggest problem in bone marrow transplantation

T cells mediate both rejection of allogeneic 
donor cells & GVHD



Increased Fas susceptibility physiologically limits 
the T cell response:

“Activation induced cell death (AICD)”

Thome and Tschopp, Nat Rev 1:51, 2001

Fas

Ligand



Yewdell et al., Nature 18:923, 2002

Selectively deleted allo-reactive, but not b-gal reactive memory T 
cells, by lenti-FasL transduction, or ex vivo sFasL
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Experimental design

Transduce then 

transplant: GFP control or 

FasL-GFP

Obtain allo mouse bone marrow

Enrich Lin- progenitors

Katie Whartenby ‘86



FasL+ HSCs decreased allograft rejection

B6.SJL into C3H.SW (multiple minor mismatch)
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Transplanted FasL+ HSCs did not reduce T cell mobilization 
to liver or control of Listeria challenge

3 wks after myeloablative syngeneic BMT in BALB/c, engrafted mice 

(15% FasL-GFP+ blood cells) were challenged with Listeria iv. 

Autopsies 4 days later.

CD4

Normal

liver
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control

FasL+
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control
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Whartenby, Blood, 2002



A 2nd translational opportunity: 
to recreate the immune system?

 Use lentiviral vector (lentivector)-mediated 
gene transduction and hematopoietic stem 
cell transplantation to “re-engineer” the 
cancer patient’s blood/immune system?



Adoptive transfer of anti-HA transgenic T cells into mice 
transplanted with lentivirally HA-transduced HSCs led to 

their proliferation and activation

GFP BMT

FL

aCD40

0.4%

CD4
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CD44HA BMT
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aCD40

31%
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6.5

Erin

Straley
Erin Kelleher

Cui, Whartenby et al 

NatureMed 2003



Many fundamental research opportunities

 Investigate normal and diseased lympho-
hematopoietic stem cells to develop a better
fundamental understanding of the key physiologic 
and pathophysiologic mechanisms in normal and 
leukemic stem cells

 Transcriptomic studies (DNARNAprotein) as 
starting point to identify genes that might be 
important in stem cells:
 Survival

 Quiescence

 Self-renewal

 Differentiation

 Fate specification

 Homing



Analysis of Purified CD34+ cell subsets

HSC

CD34+/CD38-/Lin-

Mature Blood & Immune Cells

CLP CMP EP

CD34+/[CD38/Lin]++

Compare 

HSCs to

HPCs

 Human CD34+/CD38-/Lin- HSC cell 

subset:
 contains most of the primitive in 

vivo engrafting stem cells

 includes few of the less primitive 

hematopoietic single-lineage-

committed progenitor cells

 Compare to the

CD34+/[Lineage/CD38]++ subset:
 enriched in later hematopoietic 

progenitors

 depleted of primitive stem cells

HPC



Immunopurified early human HSCs and HPCs

Robert Georgantas, PhD; Matthew 

Malehorn
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Genes differentially over-expressed in

CD34+/Lin-/CD38- HSC-enriched cells

Georgantas, Cancer Research, 2004

Special note: 81 genes were 

differentially over-expressed 

in enriched HSCs from all 3 

tissues
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Mobilized Blood: 605



Lentivector-transduced KLF4 inhibited colony formation, 
cell cycling, and differentiation of CD34+ cells

Jonathan Alder, CMM yr 3

KLF4 over-expression potently decreased colony formation of 

normal human or mouse stem-progenitors

Does KLF4 mediate quiescence in HSCs?

What is the role of KLF4 in leukemia/lymphomas?
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What is a human embryonic stem cell?

The "embryo" is 
the stage between 
the ovum (egg) 
and the fetus 
(beyond 2 
months) in 
prenatal 
development

Embryonic stem 
cells are made 
from cells of the 
“inner cell mass” 
of the blastula 



Derivation of Human Embryonic Stem Cell Lines

Nature 413:13, 2001

8 cell human embryo



Pluripotent stem cells, isolated from the ICM in the blastocyst, have 

the ability to give rise to all types of human cells

Fischbach et al, JCI, 114:2004



From zygote to blastula: the early stages of human 

development

Fischbach et al, JCI, 114:2004

Blastocyst: 5-7 days

Uterine implantation: rarely successful



Rough timeline: nature includes some 
variation from dogma

Fertilization

Blastocyst

 day 5-7 of gestation

Uterine implantation

 rarely successful

Development of neural streak

 first embryonic structure

 day 14 gestation



 Reproductive 

cloning makes mice, 

not humans.

Therapeutic stem 

cell research makes 

cells (and possibly 

someday tissues and 

organs).

Fischbach et al, JCI, 114:2004



In Vitro Differentiation of Human ES Cells

Embryoid Bodies

Neural Cells

BFU CFU-GM

Epithelial



Reproductive cloning: Not soon, likely not ever!

“I cloned a guy in Reno. How ‘bout yourself?”



What is a stem cell line?
Scientists have coaxed cells from the “inner cell mass” of 

the blastocyst embryo stage to divide indefinitely in 
tissue culture.

GFP+ colony post

lentiviral transduction

SSEA-4+alk phosphatase+



Human ES cells

Elias Zambidis,

MD-PhD



Wishful thinking?



And nobody in my lab is going to clone elephants

We’re not going to clone any kind of people!



Differentiation of H1 hES into multilineage embryoid 

bodies, and then blood and endothelial cells

Day  2

Day  15-20

Day 9
Day  12

Zambidis Blood 2005
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Summary of major developmental markers



How long are stem cells grown in vitro before they 
are used?

 Elias Zambidis, MD/PhD, getting some “Presidential” human embryonic stem 
cells that are growing in the tissue culture incubator

 Human embryonic stem cells are made from the blastulas at about 1 week.

 The cell lines grow immortally (indefinitely) in tissue culture.



Why not use adult stem cells?

Adult stem cells are less “plastic” (less versatile, less pluripotent).

For example, blood-forming stem cells (from bone marrow, blood, 
or neonatal placental/umbilical cord blood) form blood cells 
(predominantly).

 In contrast, embryonic stem cells can form all the cell types of the 
body.



Plastic stem cells, even from adults (mice)

Science 290:1674, 2000

Lung

Stomach

Bile duct

Esophagus

Colon

Skin

Donor (male) epithelial cells 11 months after BMT

Krause, Cell 2001



Willenbring et al. and Camargo et al. provide strong evidence that regeneration of 

liver after bone marrow transplantation occurs through cell fusion (or 

phagocytosis) of hepatocytes with HSC progeny cells, most likely macrophages

Daley GQ. Nat Med 2004;10:671



Mesenchymal stem cells from adult marrow

 Several groups have demonstrated human and rodent MSCs 
that could form multiple mesenchymal cell types, including 
bone, cartilage, fat, muscle, bone marrow stroma (Prockop)

 Mesoderm:

 endothelium

 blood-immune

 Ectoderm:

 neural

 Endoderm:

 hepatocytes

Vogel G, Science 290:1674, 2000

 Jiang et al (Nature 2002) identified a rare progeny cell from cultured MSCs 
(MAPC) that could be culture-expanded for >80 doublings and developed 
into mesenchymal cell types plus:



Cancers likely originate in stem cells

 Their longevity and (self-)renewal capacity should 

make stem(-progenitor) cells susceptible to the 

acquisition of both initiating and secondary oncogenic 

mutations (in the same cell):

 Stem(-progenitor) cells persist long enough to accumulate the 

multiple oncogenic hits necessary for cancer development

 Stem(-progenitor) cells are already programmed to generate 

huge clones of identical or similar progeny cells

These “cancer stem cells” appear to persist and 

maintain the fully-evolved cancers



Analysis of purified CD34+ cell subsets

Epithelial Precursors 

in our sweetest 

dreams?

Mature Epithelia

Hemangioblast

HSC

CD34+/CD38-/Lin-

Mature Blood & Immune Cells

CLP CMP EP

CD34+/[CD38/Lin]++



Intersection analyses of transcriptomes of 
several types of stem cells

HSCs

Cancer SCs

MSCs ESCs

Some genes that might be widely 

expressed in stem cells of 

multiple types

Include miRNAs,

this time



What diseases can be helped by stem 
cell research?

 Estimated over 70 diseases

 128 million Americans

 Including a member of 50% of families



US Senator Brownback’s bill

 Permanent ban on all human stem cell “cloning”:
 Reproductive cloning

 broad, bipartisan agreement on this

 Therapeutic cloning

 including making new human embryonic stem (ES) cell lines, 

somatic cell nuclear transplantation (SCNT)

 Bill stalled in the US Senate



Bill co-sponsored by Senators Hatch, Specter, 
Kennedy, Feinstein

 Crime to clone a human being

 SCNT expts allowed, up to 14 days (neural streak 

appearance: precedents in England, California)
 informed consent of donors

 review by an ethics board

 safety and privacy protections

 Voluntary egg donations w/ only medical cost 

reimbursement

 Recent stalemate at the federal level



Rep. Castle’s US House Bill

 Allow new ES cell lines to be made from leftover frozen 

IVF embryos (with informed consent of donors)

 On May 24, the House of Representatives passed the 

"Stem Cell Research Enhancement Act of 2005" (H.R. 810) 

by a vote of 238 to 194. 50 Republicans joined 187 

Democrats and 1 Independent to support the measure, 

while 180 Rs and 14 Ds voted against the bill (On the same 

day, the vote to increase funding for cord blood stem cell 

research had only 1 vote in opposition).

 Then Senate, President? (House vote was ~50 votes 

short of veto-proof)



Justice Brandeis’ wisdom on this

 On controversial national issues:
 States can be “laboratories of democracy”

 States as opportunities for multiple experiments

 Bills currently under discussion in ~20 states

 Then cull best laws and federalize

 Uniform, federal policies, procedures eventually needed for 

efficacy in science



Maryland House Bill 482: Stem Cell Research 
Del Sandy Rosenberg ‘72, March 14, 2003

 Research derivation and use of human ES cells (incl SCNT), 

human EG cells, and human adult stem cells from any source 

allowed in Maryland, justified by the ongoing and potential economic 

and health benefits to the citizens of Maryland

 Research involving these cells must give full consideration to the 

ethical and medical implications

 Research involving derivation and use of these cells must be 

reviewed by an Institutional Review Board 

 Prohibits purchase of embryonic or cadaveric fetal tissue for 

research purposes (beyond a reasonable payment for costs)



Outcome: Bills linked to abortion and tabled 
(R Perez-Pena, Mar 16 2003 NYTimes)

 “Opponents have attacked the [pro-stem cell research 

New Jersey and Maryland state] bills as pro-cloning, 

saying that they would permit scientists to gestate a 

cloned embryo into a nearly fully developed fetus, then 

destroy it to harvest tissue.”

 “Scientists dispute that claim. But it was that type of 

criticism that prompted lawmakers in New Jersey to 

withdraw their bill just before the final vote.”

 Md HB 482 was tabled for summer study to address 

such objections



 “The Report of the President's Council on Bioethics 

recommends (unanimously) a ban on cloning for the 

purpose of baby-making and (by a vote of 10-7) a four year 

moratorium on cloning for biomedical research.”

Mechanism: Mar 14 2003 Letter from 5 of the 17 Members 
of President Bush’s Bioethics Council

 Several other national expert bodies have urged 

regulations against reproductive cloning, but for 

therapeutic stem cell research including SCNT:
 prior Bioethics Council appointed by Pres. Clinton

 National Academy of Science

 AMA



Mar 14 2003 Letter from 5 of the 17 Members of 
President Bush’s Bioethics Council

 “grave concern about legislation … designed to 

authorize human cloning and the harvesting and use of 

body parts taken from human clones in the embryonic and 

fetal stages of development.”

 “threatens to make Maryland a haven for unethical 

medical practices, including the macabre practice of 

human fetal farming.”

 The legislation is only about stem cell research and is 

silent on “reproductive cloning.” (Of course, “baby 

farming” would require intrauterine gestation)



 “The approach … in HB 482 … constitutes the moral 

madness of killing in the cause of healing-with a possible 

profit motive that would encourage the grisly practice.”

Mar 14 2003 Letter from 5 of the 17 Members of 
President Bush’s Bioethics Council

 Incorrect; mischaracterization



Argument #1: If SCNT comes into practice, the 
difference from reproductive cloning will become 

tiny, blurred and unenforceable

 To address this, the Hatch bill requires that SCNT labs 

be geographically and administratively separate from 

IVF clinics

 This could be added to Maryland HB 482



Argument #2: Allowing scientists to perfect the 
SCNT technique (now unsure, unsafe) would 

eventually remove arguments against reproductive 
cloning

 Reproductive cloning could be forbidden explicitly in 

HB 482



Argument #3: Md HB 482 permits implantation 
for the harvesting of a clone’s tissues

 i.e., the bill does not ban attempting uterine 

implantation of an SCNT-cloned embryo that would later 

be aborted for tissues

 HB 482 could easily be modified to ban attempting 

uterine implantation 



Argument #4: Md HB 482 invites 
entrepreneurial fetal farming for research

 i.e., profit motive would encourage huge increase in 

“abortions”

 HB 482 would impose IRB regulation of stem cell 

research, with review of the numbers of embryos 

needed for each specific research project

 HB 482: no financial payments to egg donors beyond 

payment for the medical procedure



Opponents of stem cell research

 Tactic #1 was to link the debate on stem cell 

research to irreconcilable differences on:
 when life begins,

 the morality of abortion

 general discomfort with scientific progress



Tactic #2: “Adult” stem cells will do the job 
(Mar 16 2003 NYTimes)

 “Opponents [of stem cell research] … argue that there is 

an alternative: using so-called adult stem cells” [especially 

from neonatal placental/umbilical cord blood, which is 

widely used for transplantation and research]

 The scientific merits and limitations of adult vs 

embryonic stem cells have been mentioned. Most expert 

scientists agree that research on both adult and embryonic 

stem cells should be allowed and encouraged. The 

findings and uses may be complementary, something like 

the CAT scan and the MRI.



“To him who devotes his life to science, 

nothing can give more happiness than 

increasing the number of discoveries, but his 

cup of joy is full when the results of his 

studies immediately find practical 

applications”

- Louis Pasteur



Worst jobs in science: #16

William Speed Weed

Popular Science Sept 2003

http://www.popsci.com/popsci/science/article/0,12543,484153-1,00.html

1. FLATUS ODOR JUDGE

2. DYSENTERY STOOL-SAMPLE ANALYZER

3. BARNYARD MASTURBATOR

4. BRAZIL MOSQUITO RESEARCHER

5. HOT-ZONE SUPERINTENDENT

6. ISOLATION CHAMBER TESTER

7. FISTULA FEEDER

8. PRISON RAPE RESEARCHER

9. CARCASS CLEANER

10.POSTDOC

11.METRIC SYSTEM ADVOCATE

12.CORPSE-FLOWER GROWER

13.ENDANGERED SPECIES ECOLOGIST

14.ASTRONAUT

15.FISH COUNTER

16.U.S. STEM CELL RESEARCHER
17.PLANETARY PROTECTION OFFICER

18.FUSION RESEARCHER

http://www.popsci.com/popsci/science/article/0,12543,484153-1,00.html


Every year, in Europe and America, hundreds of thousands of embryos created for couples by in 

vitro fertilization (IVF) are thrown away. Every one contains embryonic stem cells, the amazingly 

potent cells that can grow up to be anything—from liver to blood to bone to skin. "From a pure-

science point of view, embryonic stem cells are more powerful than the genome project," says 

Johns Hopkins pediatric oncologist Curt Civin. "They could tell us what each and every gene 

actually does. And they could be used to cure cancers, Parkinson's disease, diabetes." You 

name it. But by and large, American researchers must stop there—at the hopeful act of 

recognizing the potential. Their ability to study actual stem cells is hobbled by the federal 

regulation triggered in 2001 by President Bush's famously faux-Solomonic—tear the baby in 

half!—decision to limit the cells a federally funded researcher can study to those coming from 

the 78 cell lines cultured prior to the date of the regulation. In practice, though, only 11 approved 

lines have been made available to researchers. It's like handing an oceanographer a cup of salt 

water and saying, "Study only this." 

In contrast, the sensible British have got it right, says Civin. Under strict regulation, and culling 

from IVF throwaways, doctors are allowed to create their own embryonic stem cell lines. "We're 

going to be trumped," says Civin. "I'd like to figure out everything there is about blood stem cells, 

but in all, the discovery is going to be slower, and as an American, I'm not going to be a part of 

it." 

Worst jobs in science: #16
U.S. STEM CELL RESEARCHER



Maryland Stem Cell Research Bill 2006

 Forbid human reproductive cloning

 Include penalties for any infringements on this law

 Allow, encourage and FUND ($25 M/yr) human stem 
cell research for the purpose of medical science 
advancement

 Include making new hES lines, but NOT somatic 
cell nuclear transplantation (SCNT)

 Include laboratory and clinical research, trials



Politics – 1st of 4 points in support of the 2006 
Maryland Stem Cell Research Bill

In my opinion, this Bill will fund important 

scientific discoveries.
Stem cell research is the great frontier beyond the genome. 

Today, it is within scientists’ immediate reach to discover 

precisely which genes make an embryonic stem cell form heart 

muscle, rather than, say, blood. 

This Bill will support Maryland’s researchers in the truly 

awesome quest to discover how, at the molecular level, each of 

the cells, tissues and organs in our bodies is formed.



Politics – 2nd point in support of the 2006 
Maryland Stem Cell Research Bill

In my opinion, this Bill will support major medical advances.

Via stem cell research, medical researchers are beginning to 

determine how development goes wrong in over 70 life-

threatening diseases.

For example, my mission is to help my own patients -- children 

with leukemias, many of whom I cannot cure today. I am studying 

the differences between the very earliest normal blood-forming 

stem cells and mutated leukemia stem cells.

In my experience during 30 years in pediatric oncology patient 

care and research, gains in scientific knowledge always lead to 

improved diagnosis, treatment, and prevention -- of cancer, as 

well as other diseases.



Politics – 3rd point in support of the 2006 
Maryland Stem Cell Research Bill

 In my opinion, this Bill will attract and keep the top 
scientists, medical researchers, biotechnology 
entrepreneurs in Maryland.
 Maryland will not have to watch the suction -- to California, New Jersey, 

Illinois, Wisconsin, and other states as well as countries -- of our best 
University and biotech sector scientists, their research projects, and their 
discoveries, along with the medical and biotech applications.

 Instead, the people, the jobs, and the latest and best medicine will remain 
here. Maryland will continue to be a capital of stem cell research, biotech 
and cures.



Politics – 4th point in support of the 2006 
Maryland Stem Cell Research Bill

 Finally, this Bill criminalizes reproductive cloning.
 This Bill makes human reproductive cloning illegal, with 

criminal penalties.

 This will send a strong signal as to how the people and the 
government of Maryland feel about the ethics of human 
reproductive cloning.



Survey in Maryland: 2005

Q: Stem cells come from embryos left over from in vitro fertilization, 
which are not used and normally destroyed. Many medical 
researchers want to use them to develop treatments, or to prevent 
diseases, such as diabetes, Alzheimer's or Parkinson's. On 
balance, do you think this research should or should not be 
allowed?

A: In a March 2005 poll, 78% of Marylanders responded that this 
research SHOULD be allowed (73% nationally)

60% approval rating among Maryland Republicans

67% approval rating among Maryland Catholics



Stem Cell Research: just the facts

 The biomedical issues around stem cell research are elegantly 
summarized in a document completed in August 2001 under the 
aegis of the US National Institutes of Health:

http://www.nih.gov/news/stemcell/scire
port.htm



What will be the impact of hES?

Knowledge
 Tissue culture model to understand differentiation and function of normal and 

abnormal (nuclear transfer?) human tissues

 Drug discovery & testing; environmental toxicology
 Screen and test purified human cell types & tissues developed in vitro

 Clinical transplantation (the icon)
 Potential for unlimited quantity of cells

 Caveat: Complexity of human diseases (especially involvement of multiple cell types) and 
safety issues suggest that most clinical applications are years off

 While clinical transplantation has become the Hollywood icon for importance of human 
embryonic stem cells, basic knowledge will be the major medical/scientific impact

Unfortunately, current bottlenecks, slow the entire impact of stem 
cell research, not just clinical transplantation (the icon), due in 
part to misunderstandings.



Ethical Considerations

What is the moral status of the embryo created by NT 
cloning?

 Is it moral to create a developing human embryo only to 
“destroy” it by making an embryonic stem cell for the 
patient’s use?

Nuclear transfer requires a large supply of healthy 
oocytes? Where will they come from?

 Is it moral to pay women to donate them?

Will therapeutic cloning eventually lead to “reproductive 
cloning”

Does the poor efficiency of the procedure pose ethical 
concerns?



“Reproductive cloning”

Scientifically unsure (black box)

Medically unsound

Can’t be done in a test tube; needs a surrogate mother

Probably immoral (even if it could be done): most 
scientists and physicians against it
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Guys who went fishing on lab picture day
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